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the model projections and the sensitivity analysis were used to select the input parameter values to project the species distribution and estimate the effect of the climex global gridded dataset on the
global potential range of t. japonicus. for the global sensitivity analysis, the cramerv value was used to rank the relative sensitivities of the three stress parameters. the ei analysis was conducted by
estimating the percent reduction in suitable distribution area with each adjustment of the stress threshold values (table 3 ). the ranking of the stress threshold parameters was compared among the

three analysis methods, and the ei results were discussed based on the ranking. for the new zealand sensitivity analysis, the cramerv value was used to rank the relative sensitivities of the three
parameters to cold stress and the ei analysis was conducted by estimating the percent reduction in suitable distribution area with each adjustment of the cold stress threshold values (table 4 ). the
influence of different environmental, topographic and other parameters (i.e. fire, weeds and pathogens) on the potential distribution of t. japonicus was explored by systematically removing these

parameters from the potential distribution for all known and putative host species of t. japonicus. from the analysis, key parameters for the potential distribution of t. japonicus include: temperature
and moisture conditions, soil moisture, potential for cold stress, topographic variables, protection from fire, and presence of host or vector(s) ( figure 2 ). the potential distribution for t. japonicus is thus
highly dependent on the conditions of temperature and moisture, suggesting that the distribution of t. japonicus will be most vulnerable to changes in temperature and moisture due to environmental

change and will occur where soil temperature is close to the lethal limit (41.5°c) for growth.
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